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1. INTRODUCTION
Let R be an integral domain in which each nonzero nonunit can be writ-
ten as a product of irreducible elements (such a domain is called atomic).
If
I R D    is irreducible in R;
then, for each positive integer n, set
VRn D

m  9 1; : : : ; n; 1; : : : ; m 2 I R such that
1   n D 1   m
}
and
8Rn D VRn:
The function 8Rn and sets VRn have been studied in one form or an-
other in the papers [1–3], [5–7]. In [8], the present authors showed that if R
is a Dedekind domain with finite class group G such that every ideal class
contains at least one prime ideal, then
VR2dq D 4q; 4qC 1; : : : ; qd2; (1)
where q is any positive integer and d D DG represents the Davenport
constant of the group G (as defined in Sec. 2). This led to the following
asymptotic analysis of the 8-function,
lim
n!1
8Rn
n
D d
2 − 4
2d
:
Our current work is closely related to several papers of Geroldinger [9,
10]. If R is an atomic integral domain and a a nonzero nonunit of R, then
set
La D k  9 1; : : : ; k 2 I R with a D 1   k
and
LR D La  a is a nonzero nonunit of R:
In [9] and [10], Geroldinger refers to LR as the set of lengths of R. We
summarize the connection between these definitions and the two earlier
ones in the following proposition.
Proposition 1.1. Let R and R0 be an atomic integral domains and n a
positive integer.
1. VRn D
S
a with n2La La.
2. If LR D LR0 then VRk D VR0 k for every positive integer k.
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Because of 2 above, we will refer to the sets VRk as generalized sets of
lengths. If R is a Dedekind domain with finite class group, then Proposition
1.1.2 implies that the sequence VRk1kD1 does not uniquely determine
the class group of R, because we have from [10, Satz 3] that LC3 D
LC2  C2 (here Cn represents the cyclic group consisting of n elements).
The following two questions are immediate.
I. Let R be a Dedekind domain with finite class group such that
every ideal class of R contains at least one prime ideal. Is VRk1kD0
determined by the Davenport constant of the class group of R?
II. If VRk D VR0 k then does LR D LR0?
In this paper, we explore in greater detail the sets VRn and show that
both these questions have negative answers. We extend the result of [8] and
compute max VR2q for any positive integer q in terms of the Davenport
constant. On the other hand, we show that for odd values of n, max VRn
is not entirely determined by the Davenport constant. In fact, we show that
even when restricted to the sets VR2q1qD1, question I has a negative an-
swer. For many Dedekind domains with small class groups, we offer explicit
constructions of the sets VRk1kD1 (including the case for all groups of
Davenport constant 5) and end the paper with an extended discussion of
the set VR3 with particular attention to the case where R has cyclic class
group.
2. DEFINITIONS AND BASIC RESULTS
Let G be an Abelian group. Recall that a nonempty sequence S D
g1; : : : ; gk of not necessarily distinct elements of G is called a zero-sum
sequence of length k if
Pk
iD1 gi D 0 and called a minimal zero sequence of
length k if it contains no proper subzero-sum sequence. If G is finite then
the maximal length of a minimal zero sequence in G is known as the Dav-
enport constant of G and denoted DG. If G D Cn, then it is easy to argue
that DCn D n. No general formula for the Davenport constant is known,
but if G D PniD1 Cpni is a p-group, then DG D PniD1pni − 1 C 1 (see
[12, Theorem 1]).
While our original work was done in the setting of a Dedekind domain,
the construction of the set VRn is entirely dependent upon the the arith-
metic of the block semigroup BG, where G is the class group of R, as
here defined. Let G be an Abelian group and F G the free Abelian group
on the elements of G. The set
BG D
Y
g2G
gng 2 F G
 X
g2G
ngg D 0

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is called the block monoid over G. Hence, the elements of BG can merely
be viewed as zero-sum sequences over G, and the irreducible elements
as minimal zero sequences. The factorization properties of the Dedekind
domain R and BG are identical (see [4, Lemma 3.2]) and to compute
VRn we compute VBGn. For more information on the block monoids
BG, the interested reader is refered to [11] or [15].
For simplicity, set VBGn D VGn and 8BGn D 8Gn. We use the
following notation.
Notation. Let G be an Abelian group.
1. If 8Gn  1 then set Gn D max VGn.
2. Set Gn D min VGn.
3. If s and t are positive integers with s < t, then set s; s C 1; s C
2; : : : ; t D s; t.
4. If k is a positive integer, then set V Gk D x  x 2 VGk and
x  k and V Gk D x  x 2 VGk and x  k.
When the group we are working with is clear from our context, we
will write V n, 8n, n and n. Some known results concerning
the invariant Gn can be found in Halter-Koch [16] and Chapman and
Geroldinger [4]. We list some elementary properties of the sets VGn in
the next lemma.
Lemma 2.1. Let G be an Abelian group and s, t, and n positive integers.
1. VGn  Gn; Gn
2. s 2 VGt if and only if t 2 VGs.
3. s 2 V Gt if and only if t 2 V Gs.
4. If s D Gt then t 62 VGs C 1.
5. If
Pt
iD1 ki D n with ki  1 and xi 2 VGki, then
Pt
iD1 xi 2 VGn.
Using the last lemma and a well known fact concerning the minimal zero
sequences of an infinite Abelian group G, we compute the generalized sets
of lengths for for such a group. This explains why the above ideas are only
of interest in the case of finite Abelian groups.
Proposition 2.2. If G is an innite Abelian group and n  2 a positive
integer, then
VGn D 2; 3; 4; : : ::
Proof. Choose a positive integer n  2. By [9, Proposition 2], there
exists a minimal zero sequence S D s1; : : : ; sn in G of length n. If J D
−s1; : : : ;−sn and Ti D si;−si for 1  i  n, then
S  J D T1   Tn:
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Hence n 2 VG2 and VG2 D 2; 3; 4; : : :. By Lemma 2.1.2, 2 2 VGn
for all n and the result easily follows.
We first find an upper bound for Gk when G is finite. A different
form of this Proposition appears as [4, Proposition 5.14] but we supply a
proof here for completeness. Let x denote the greatest integer function.
Proposition 2.3. Let G be a nite Abelian group with DG D d and k
any positive integer.
1. Gk  dk=2.
2. If k D 2t is even, then Gk D dk=2 D dt.
3. If k D 2t C 1  3 is odd then
Gk− 1 C 1 D dt C 1  Gk  dt C

d
2

:
Proof. Suppose that S1; : : : ; Sk D B1; : : : ; BGk where the Si and Bj
are irreducible blocks. By [16, Theorem 2], G3=k  d=2 and 1 fol-
lows. For 2, let k be an even positive integer and S D s1; : : : ; sd, J D
−s1; : : : ;−sd and Bi D si;−si (for 1  i  d) irreducible blocks in G.
If t D k=2, then
SJt D
dY
iD1
Bti
implies that a product of 2t D k irreducible blocks can be factored as a
product of dt D dk=2 irreducible blocks and the result follows. The third
assertion follows directly from 1 and 2.
We explore the values of Gk for k odd more closely in the next lemma.
We will use the following notation.
Notation. Let G be a finite Abelian group with DG D d. If k D 2t C 1
is an odd positive integer, then let ak be the positive integer such that
Gk D dt C ak:
Notice that by Proposition 2.3, 1  ak  d=2.
Lemma 2.4. Let G be a nite Abelian group with d D DG.
1. The sequence a2tC1t1 is a nondecreasing sequence.
2. At some point a2tC1t1 is constant (i.e., ak attains a maximum
value).
3. If ak D d=2 for some k, then ar D d=2 for all odd r  k.
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Proof. Fix k D 2t C 1 and let A1; : : : ;Ak, B1; : : : ; Bdt , C1; : : : ; Cak be
irreducible blocks such that
A1   Ak D B1   BdtC1   Cak:
If A01, A
0
2, D1; : : : ;Dd are irreducible blocks with
A01A
0
2 D D1; : : : ;Dd
then
A1   AkA01A02 D B1   BdtC1   CakD1   Dd
and hence Gk C 2  dt C 1 C ak. Thus akC2  ak and 1 follows. As-
sertions 2 and 3 follow directly from 1 and Proposition 2.3.
We follow the lemma with two important corollaries.
Corollary 2.5. Let G be a nite Abelian group with DG D d. If
G3 D 3d=2 then Gn D nd=2 for all n  2.
Proof. The result is already known for even n by Proposition 2.3.2, and
follows immediately by Lemma 2.4 for n odd.
Under the given hypothesis, Corollary 2.5 actually establishes the recur-
sion relation
Gn D Gn− 2 C G2 D Gn− 2 C d
for all positive integers n > 3. This is equivalent to determining that the
sequence of Lemma 2.4 is a2tC1t1 D d=2t1.
Corollary 2.6. Let G be a nite Abelian group with DG D d > 2. If
VG3 D 2; 3d=2 then VGn D Gn; Gn.
Proof. Our hypothesis combined with Corollary 2.5 yields that VGk D
Gk; Gk for 2  k  3 and Gn D nd=2 for all n  2. First,
observe that our hypothesis also yields that
G1 < G2 <    < Gn < GnC 1
and n < Gn for all n. Assume VGk D Gk; Gk for k  n − 1.
Now, Gn is the least integer t for which n 2 VGt and by the assumed
structure of VGk for k  n − 1, we know this is the least integer t for
which n  Gt. Hence, if n D Gt for some t we have Gn D t and if
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Gt < n  Gt C 1 we have Gn D t C 1. This argument establishes
that Gk D Gk− 1 or Gk− 1 C 1 for all k  n. Now
VGn  VGn− 2 C VG2
 Gn− 2; Gn− 2 C 2; d
 Gn− 2 C 2; Gn− 2 C d
 Gn− 2 C 2; Gn:
By the above argument, Gn D Gn − 2, Gn − 2 C 1, or Gn −
2 C 2. Thus, clearly the result has been established if only we show in the
case where Gn D Gn − 2 that Gn − 2 C 1 is in VGn. However,
Gn D Gn − 2 implies that Gn − 2 D Gn − 1 but then simply
writing 1; : : : ; Gn−1 D 1; : : : ; n−1 and multiplying by  yields Gn−
1 C 1 D Gn− 2 C 1 2 VGn.
Recall that by Lemma 2.1.4, if s D Gt then t 62 VGs C 1. But clearly
t 2 VGs and also t − 1 62 VGs. Thus, if s D Gt, then t D Gs.
However, if VG3 D 2; 3DG=2, then the last proof indicates that
either Gk D Gk − 1 or Gk − 1 C 1 and we actually have that
Gt < s  Gt C 1 implies Gs D t C 1. In effect, the above in-
dicates that the sequence Gk1kD1 determines uniquely the sequence
Gk1kD1. However, while the sequence G2t1tD1 is completely deter-
mined by the Davenport constant, the sequence G2t1tD1 may not be
(see Example 5.4).
Example 2.7. We will compute the sets VGk1kD1 for all noncyclic
groups G with Davenport constant 5. We start with C3  C3 and show that
C3C33 D 7. Hence, by Corollary 2.6,
VC3C33 D 2; 7:
To see that 7 2 VC3C33, let g1 D 1; 0 and g2 D 0; 1. If
A1 D g1; g1; g1 C g2; g1 C g2; 2g1 C g2
A2 D 2g1; 2g1; 2g1 C 2g2; 2g2; 2g2
A3 D g2; g2; 2g1 C 2g2; g1 C 2g2;
then
A1A2A3 D g1; 2g12g1 C g2; 2g1 C 2g22g2; 2g222g1 C g2; g1 C 2g2
provides the desired factorization. The arguments that 7 2 VG3 for the
groups
P4
iD1 C2 and C4 C2 are similar. Hence, all noncyclic finite Abelian
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groups G with Davenport constant 5 have G3 D 7 and VG3 D 2; 7.
Corollary 2.6 now implies for any such G that:
VG1 D 1 VG11 D 5; 27
VG2 D 2; 5 VG12 D 5; 30
VG3 D 2; 7 VG13 D 6; 32
VG4 D 2; 10 VG14 D 6; 35
VG5 D 2; 12 VG15 D 6; 37
VG6 D 3; 15 VG16 D 7; 40
VG7 D 3; 17 VG17 D 7; 42
VG8 D 4; 20 VG18 D 8; 45
VG9 D 4; 22 VG19 D 8; 47
VG10 D 4; 25 VG20 D 8; 50:
This yields a negative answer to Question II in Sect. 1, for according to [10,
Satz 4.2], LC3  C3 6D LC2  C2  C2  C2.
3. ZERO-FREE SEQUENCES
For elements h1; : : : ; ht of G, we will use
Ps hi to denote some arbi-
trary subsum (including possibly h1 C    C ht). We will find the following
concept, related to the notion of a minimal zero sequence, of use in our
work.
Denition. P D h1; : : : ; ht is called a zero-free sequence if
Ps hi 6D
0 for any subsum. A zero-free sequence P is maximal if any sequence S
which properly contains P is not a zero-free sequence.
The notion of a zero-free sequence was used by Geroldinger and Schnei-
der in [13] and [14] in investigating the cross number of a finite Abelian
group. We begin with an elementary observation which follows immediately
from the definition.
Proposition 3.1. Let P D h1; : : : ; ht be a zero-free sequence in an
Abelian group G. If x D −h1 C    C ht then OP D h1; : : : ; ht; x is a
minimal zero sequence of G.
Let P D h1; : : : ; ht be a zero-free sequence in a finite Abelian group
G. By Proposition 3.1, P can be extended to a minimal zero sequence of
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length t C 1. We extend this idea as follows. Set
SP D

−
sX
hi
 s  1; : : : ; t; s 6D Z [ 0;
and
AP D GnSP:
We will find the following constructive techniques useful.
Denitions. (1) If S D g1; : : : ; gn and T D u1; : : : ; um are se-
quences in G then let
S ] T D g1; : : : ; gn; u1; : : : ; um:
(2) If P1; : : : ; Pk are zero-free sequences of G we call H D
h1; : : : ; ht a common extension of the Pi whenever Pi ] H is a zero-
free sequence for 1  i  k.
We list some elementary facts without proof in the next Proposition.
Proposition 3.2. Let G be a nite Abelian group and P D h1; : : : ; ht
a zero-free sequence of G.
1. If 0 6D x 2 G then P ] x is a zero-free sequence if and only if
x 2 AP .
2. The following statements are equivalent.
(a) P is a maximal zero-free sequence.
(b) AP D Z.
(c) SP D G.
The above yields an algorithm which produces a maximal zero-free se-
quence containing P . If AP D Z, then every sequence of the form Px D
h1; : : : ; ht; x where 0 6D x 2 G contains a zero-sum sequence. Hence, P
cannot be extended to a minimal zero sequence of length greater than t C 1.
If AP 6D Z, then for every a 2 AP set
P 0 D h1; : : : ; ht; a:
It is easy to argue that P 0 is a zero-free sequence which can be extended
to a minimal zero sequence of length t C 2 by Proposition 3.1. A maximal
zero-free sequence containing P D h1; : : : ; ht can be found by repeatedly
applying the algorithm. We mention a related problem.
Problem. Develop an algorithm that produces a zero-free sequence of
maximal length containing a given zero-free sequence P .
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The previous algorithm leads us to this interesting property of minimal
zero sequences with length DG in G.
Proposition 3.3. Let G be a nite Abelian group and S D g1; : : : ; gk
a minimal zero sequence of G where k D DG. For each 1  i  k, Si D
Sngi is a zero-free sequence of G with the property that for any 0 6D g 2 G,
there exists a subsum of Si which sums to g.
Proof. Let Si be as above. Each Si is a maximal zero-free sequence.
Therefore ASi D Z and g 2 Si for all g 2 G.
We prove two lemmas which concern the length of common extensions
and the size of the set SP .
Lemma 3.4. Suppose that G is a nite Abelian group and that P1; : : : ; Pk
are zero-free sequences of G. If H D h1; : : : ; hr is a common extension of
P1; : : : ; Pk then
r  G  −  SP1 [    [ SPk  :
Proof. We use induction on r. Since Pi ] h1 is a zero-free sequence,
then h1 2 APi for all 1  i  k. Thus h1 2 GnSP1 [   SPk and the result
is established when r D 1.
For the inductive step, form
P 0i D Pi ] h1
and note that
SP 0i D SPi [ SPi C h1:
Notice that for each 1  i  k we have that −h1 2 SP 0inSPi and thus −h1 2
[kiD1SP 0in [ SPi . Hence
 G  −  SP 01 [   SP 0k  G  −  SP1 [   SPk  −1
and by induction r − 1  G  −  SP 01 [   SP 0k  implies that
r  G  −  SP1 [   SPk  :
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a nite Abelian group. If P D h1; : : : ; ht is a
zero-free sequence of G then  SP  t C 1.
Proof. The elements of SP
0
−h1
−h1 C h2
:::
−h1 C    C ht
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are distinct by the definition of P being a zero-free sequence. The inequality
follows.
Keeping the last lemma in mind, we mention a result of related interest.
Proposition 3.6. Let G be a nite Abelian group and P D g1; : : : ; gk a
zero-free sequence in G. Then  SP D kC 1 if and only if g1 D g2 D    D gk.
Proof. (() It is clear that the k C 1 distinct elements in SP are 0,
−g1, −2g1; : : : ;−kg1. ()) We know from Lemma 3.5 that  SP  k C 1.
Suppose that  SP D k C 1. By the above argument it follows that −g1,
−g1 − g2; : : : ;−g1 −    − gk; 0 is a list of the k C 1 distinct elements of
SP . Now, for all 1  i  k, −gi 2 SP , so −gi is one of the elements above.
Using inductive reasoning, −g2 6D −g1 − g2 −    − gm for m  2 or else
P is not a zero-free sequence. Hence g2 D g1. Since −g1 − g3 2 SP and
−g1 − g3 6D −g1 −    − gm for m  3, we have that −g1 − g3 D −g1 or
−g1 − g3 D −g1 − g2. The former case cannot hold, so g3 D g2. Continuing
yields g1 D g2 D    D gk.
The importance of the following definition in the computation of Cn3
will be discussed in Sect. 4.
Denition. Let H D h1; : : : ; hk1, J D v1; : : : ; vk2 and K Dg1; : : : ; gr be sequences of not necessarily distinct nonzero elements
of a finite Abelian group G. H; J;K form a k1; k2 tree of root r (or root
length r) if
1. H ]K,
2. J ]K, and
3. −H ] J
are all minimal zero sequences of G.
For instance, let G D C5 and set H D 3, J D 1; 1; 1 and K D 1; 1.
Then H; J;K forms a 3; 1 tree of root length 2 in G. We summarize
some basic facts related to the above definition.
Lemma 3.7. Let G be a nite Abelian group and H; J;K a k1; k2 tree
of root length r.
1. If g 2 K then K − g is a common extension of H; J.
2. SH \ SJ  D 2 as their only common elements are 0 and h1 C
   C hk1 D v1 C    C vk2 .
We are able to prove a crucial fact concerning the root length of a
k1; k2 tree.
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Theorem 3.8. Let G be a nite Abelian group of order n and suppose
H; J;K is a k1; k2 tree of root length r. Then
k1 C k2 C r  nC 1:
Proof. By Lemma 3.7, K is a common extension of H, J and by Lemma
3.4
r − 1  n−  SH [ SJ  :
Again by Lemma 3.7
 SH [ SJ D SH  C  SJ  −2
and by Lemma 3.5 we have  SH  k1 C 1 and  SJ  k2 C 1. Thus
r − 1  n−  SH  −  SJ  C2  n− k1 − 1− k2 − 1C 2
and hence
r C k1 C k2  nC 1:
4. COMPUTATION OF V 3
We show the connection of the work of the previous section with the set
V 3. Suppose that H; J;K is a k1; k2 tree of root length r. Let 1, 2,
and 3 be the irreducible blocks of G associated to H ]K, −H ] J, and
−J ] −K. For each 1  i  k1 let i D gi;−gi, for each 1  j  k2
let γj D vj;−vj and for each 1  q  r let q D hi;−hi. Hence
123 D
k1Y
iD1
i 
k2Y
jD1
γj 
rY
qD1
q
and a product of 3 irreducibles can be written as a product of k1 C k2 C r
irreducibles. Combining this argument with Lemma 2.4 yields the following.
Proposition 4.1. Let G be a nite Abelian group with DG D d and
suppose that H; J;K is a k1; k2 tree of root length r in G. Then
1. G3  k1 C k2 C r,
2. if k1 C k2 C r D d C d=2, then Gk D dt C d=2 for each odd
k D 2t C 1  3.
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Example 4.2. Let d > 2 be a positive integer and set G DPd−1iD1 C2. By
[12, Theorem 1], DG D d. Let g1; g2; : : : ; gd−1 be a basis of G as a 2
vector space and set t D d − d=2. Consider the zero-free sequences
K D g1; g2; : : : ; gt;
H D

gtC1; gtC2; : : : ; gd−1;
d−1X
iD1
gi

;
and
J D

g1 C gtC1; g2 C gtC2; : : : ; gd=2−2 C gd−2; gd=2−1 C gd−1;
d−1X
iDd=2
gi

:
A straightforward argument yields that H ]K, J ]K and −H ] J are all
minimal zero sequences in G and hence H; J;K forms a d=2; d=2
tree of root d − d=2. By Proposition 4.1, Gk D dt C d=2 for every
odd k D 2t C 1  3. An application of Corollary 2.6 allows one to deter-
mine the generalized sets of lengths for G (the case d D 5 is illustrated in
Example 2.7). An alternate argument for the computation of the sequence
Gk1kD1 can be found in [4, Proposition 5.15].
Example 4.3. Let p be a prime integer and set G D Cpk  Cpk . Again
by [12, Theorem 1], DG D d D 2pk − 1 and hence d=2 D pk − 1. Set
g1 D 1; 0 and g2 D 0; 1. If
K D g1; : : : ; g1| {z }
pk−1
; g1 C g2;
H D g2; : : : ; g2| {z }
pk−1
;
and
J D g1 C g2; : : : ; g1 C g2| {z }
pk−2
; g1 C g1 C g2;
then H; J;K forms a pk − 1; pk − 1 tree of root pk. Thus pk − 1 C
pk − 1 Cpk D dC d=2 and Propositon 4.1 combined with Corollary 2.6
yields a complete set of values for VGk. For a specific example, setting
p D k D 2 and applying Corollary 2.6 we obtain the following generalized
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sets of lengths for G D C4  C4:
VG1 D 1 VG11 D 4; 38
VG2 D 2; 7 VG12 D 4; 42
VG3 D 2; 10 VG13 D 4; 45
VG4 D 2; 14 VG14 D 4; 49
VG5 D 2; 17 VG15 D 5; 52
VG6 D 2; 21 VG16 D 5; 56
VG7 D 2; 24 VG17 D 5; 59
VG8 D 3; 28 VG18 D 6; 63
VG9 D 3; 31 VG19 D 6; 66
VG10 D 3; 35 VG20 D 6; 70:
Let G be any finite Abelian group. To explore more closely V 3, con-
sider the equality of irreducible blocks
123 D 1   m: (2)
Now, each i is of the form sX
Xi

C
 sX
Yj

C
 sX
Zy

where the factors Xi, Yj , and Zy appear respectively in the blocks 1, 2,
and 3. No i is of the form 
Ps Xi, Ps Yj or Ps Zy because the i
are irreducible and we can assume they are distinct from the i’s. Thus,
the i are of one of the following four forms
1. Ps Xi C Ps Yj,
2. Ps Xi C Ps Zy,
3. Ps Yj C Ps Zy or
4. Ps Xi C Ps Yj C Ps Zy.
By combining factors within the sums above and relabeling the elements
which appear in the blocks in (2) (if necessary), there exists nonnegative
integers r, s, and t such that (2) can be written as
123 D 1   r   rCs   rCsCt   rCsCtCk; (3)
where
A. i D −gi; gi for 1  i  r,
B. rCi D −grCi; grCi for 1  i  s,
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C. rCsCi D hrCsCi;−hrCsCi for 1  i  t, and
D. rCsCtCi D −grCsCtCi; hrCsCtCi; vrCsCtCi for 1  i  k
and hence
1 D −g1; : : : ;−gr;−grC1; : : : ;−grCs;−grCsCtC1; : : : ;−grCsCtCk;
2 D g1; : : : ; gr; hrCsC1; : : : ; hrCsCt ; hrCsCtC1; : : : ; hrCsCtCk;
3 D grC1; : : : ; grCs;−hrCsC1; : : : ;−hrCsCt ; vrCsCtC1; : : : ; vrCsCtCk:
(4)
This reasoning leads us to a conclusion about certain factorizations of
the form (2). Notice that if each of the i’s in (3) is a block consisting of
two elements (i.e., k D 0), then (3) reduces to
123 D 1   r   rCs   rCsCt : (5)
Lemma 4.4. If G is a nite Abelian group of order n and
123 D 1   r   rCs   rCsCt
a factorization as in (5) above where each i is a block consisting of two
elements, then r C s C t  nC 1.
Proof. Under the given hypothesis (4) becomes
1 D g1; : : : ; grCs;
2 D −g1; : : : ;−gr; hrC1; : : : ; hrCt;
3 D −grC1; : : : ;−grCs;−hrC1; : : : ;−hrCt:
(6)
Hence, Q D g2; : : : ; gr is a common extension of P1 D grC1; : : : ; grCs
and P2 D hrC1; : : : ; hrCt. By Lemma 3.5,  SP1  s C 1 and  SP2  t C
1. Moreover, since −grC1; : : : ;−grCs;−hrC1; : : : ;−hrCt is an irreducible
block, P1; P2;Q ] g1 is a s; t tree of root r and by Theorem 3.8
m D r C s C t  nC 1:
A slight generalization of this result will lead to some results for cyclic
groups of small order.
Lemma 4.5. If G is a nite Abelian group of order n and
123 D 1   r   rCs   rCsCt   rCsCtCk
a factorization as in (3) above where k  1, then r C s C t  n− 1. Hence, if
1  k  2 then r C s C t C k  nC 1.
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Proof. The hypothesis that k  1 yields that g1; : : : ; gr is a common
extension of P1 D hrCsC1; : : : ; hrCsCt and P2 D grC1; : : : ; grCs. Hence,
by Lemma 3.4,
r  n−  SP1 [ SP2  :
Note that 0 2 SP1 \SP2 and because grC1; : : : ; grCs;−hrCsC1; : : : ;−hrCsCt
is also a zero-free sequence, 0 is the only element of SP1 \ SP2 . Thus
 SP1 [ SP2 D SP1  C  SP2  −1
and since  SP1  t C 1 and  SP2  s C 1 we have that  SP1 [ SP2 
s C t C 1. Hence r  n−  SP1 [ SP2  n − s − t − 1 and r C s C t 
n− 1.
We have shown in Lemmas 4.4 and 4.5 that given a factorization of the
form (3) where 0  k  2 then the number of irreducible factors on the
right side of (3) is less than or equal to nC 1. Using the machinery set up
in the last two lemmas, we close with a result concerning Cn3 which will
allow us in the next section to improve Proposition 2.3 for k D 3.
Theorem 4.6. Let G be a nite Abelian group with d D DG and
123 D 1   r   rCs   rCsCt   rCsCtCk
a factorization as in (3) above.
1. r C s C t C k  3d − k=2.
2. If G3 D 3d=2 then there is a factorization as above where k  1.
3. If G D Cn and n  4 then
nC 1  Cn3 <

3n
2

:
Proof. Using the right-hand side of (3) to count, there are 2r C 2sC 2t C
3k group elements in the irreducible blocks in this factorization. Using the
left-hand side of (3), there are at most 3d. Thus,
r C s C t C k  3d − k=2;
which completes the proof of 1. The proof of 2 now easily follows from 1.
For 3, assume G D Cn and Cn3 D 3n=2. By 2, k  1 and Lemmas 4.4
and 4.5 imply that Cn3  nC 1. Thus 3n=2 D nC 1 which occurs only
when n D 2 or 3.
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5. THE CYCLIC CASE
Throughout this section we assume that G D Cn. We open by establishing
a better bound for Cn3.
Theorem 5.1. Cn3  4n− 1=3 for n  3.
Proof. Let
123 D 1   r   rCs   rCsCt   rCsCtCk
be a factorization as in (3) above. Now, suppose Cn3 D nC a for a  1.
If a D 1 then 4n=3 < n C 1 implies that n D 1 or 2. Hence, we need
only consider the case where a  2. If a  2, then k  3 by Lemmas 4.4
and 4.5. Also, in the proof of Lemma 4.5 we established in this case that
r C s C t  n− 1. Therefore,
nC a D r C s C t C k  n− 1C k:
Hence k  aC 1 and 3n− k  3n− a− 1. By Theorem 4.6.1,
nC a 

3n− a− 1
2

 3n− a− 1
2
;
which yields
nC a  4n− 1
3
:
Thus nC a  4n− 1=3 and Cn3  4n− 1=3.
We now show that for some small values of n the following condition
holds:
Gj D Gj − 2 C n D Gj − 2 C G2 for j  3: (7)
This is equivalent to showing that the sequence of Lemma 2.4 is of the form
a2tC1t1 D 1t1. It remains open as to whether this condition holds for
all n and all j. Condition (7) clearly implies that G3 D n C 1, but we
show that the condition gives us a complete description of the set VGj.
Lemma 5.2. If G D Cn and condition (7) is valid then
1. Cnj D nj=2 if j is even,
2. Cnj D nj − 1=2 C 1 D Cnj − 1 C 1 if j is odd, and
3. VGj D Gj; Gj for j  2.
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Proof. The first two conclusions easily follow from condition (7)
and Proposition 2.3. The proof of the third statement is similar to
the proof of Corollary 2.6. We know from (1) that VG1 D 1 and
VG2 D 2;DG D 2; n since DG D n. Hence, suppose the result
holds for all integers less than or equal to j − 1; we show that it holds for
j. Now
VGj  Gj; Gj
and by induction
VGj − 2 D Gj − 2; Gj − 2:
Hence, using VG2 D 2;DG, we have
VGj  Gj − 2 C 2; Gj − 2 C n
and condition (7) implies that
V Gj D j; Gj − 2 C n:
The remainder of the argument is nearly identical to the completion of the
proof of Corollary 2.6.
We now compute Cn3 for n  8 which establishes condition (7) for
these values of n when j D 3.
Theorem 5.3. Let n  8 be a positive integer. Then Cn3 D nC 1.
Proof. Since we know that n C 1 2 VCn3, we need only show that
Cn3  nC 1. Using the notation set up in formulas (3) and (4) in Sect. 4,
we assume by proper arrangement of 1; 2, and 3 that r  s  t. Using
the irreducible blocks in (4), we have under the assumption that Cn3 
nC 2 the following inequality established in the proof of Theorem 4.6:
2nC 2  2r C s C t C k  3n− k: (8)
We complete the proof in several cases using the fact that if Cn3  nC 2,
then Lemma 4.5 implies that k  3.
Case 1. n  6
For n  6, the bound established in Theorem 5.1 is nC 1.
Case 2. n D 7
Assume that r C sC t C k  9 and using the inequality (8) above we have
that
18  2r C s C t C k  21− k;
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where k  3. Hence, k D 3 and r C s C t D 6. Since r  s  t we must
have that r C s  3. Indeed, r C s D 3 implies that t D 3, contradicting
r  s  t. Suppose that r C s D 4. This implies that r C sC k D 7 and t D 2.
Again using r  s  t gives r D s D t D 2. Since r C s C k D r C t C k D 7,
the irreducible blocks 1 and 2 are constant (i.e., 1 D g; g; : : : ; g and
2 D h; h; : : : ; h for some g and h 2 G). Thus, hrCsCtCi D grCsCtCi for
1  i  k which contradicts the fact that k  1.
Case 3. n D 8
Assume that r C s C t C k  10. Again using (8) we have
20  2r C s C t C k  24− k
and k  3. Note that in either the case k D 3 or k D 4 we get that r C s C
t C k D 10.
Case 3(a). If k D 3 then r C s C t D 7. As in the n D 7 case, we have
that r C s  4. The case r C s D 4 is impossible since then t D 3 and the
case r C s D 6 is impossible since then r C sC k D 9 (each irreducible block
in C8 has length at most 8). Hence, r C s D 5 and t D 2. But then r  s
implies that r  3 which yields that r C s C k  8 and r C t C k  8. Again
the blocks 1 and 2 are constant and the same argument used in Case 2
completes this case.
Case 3(b). If k D 4 then r C s C t D 6. Reasoning as before, r C s  4
and r C s C k  8 yields r C s D 4 and hence t D 2. Using r  s  t leaves
r D s D t D 2 as the only case. Again the irreducible blocks 1 and 2 are
of length 8, and reasoning as before yields a contradiction.
Open Question. Does condition (7) hold for all positive integers n
and j? In particular, is Cn3 D nC 1 for all positive integers n  2?
We can verify condition (7) for n  6 for all j and illustrate this below
for the case n D 5.
Example 5.4. Using Lemma 5.2, we write out the generalized sets of
lengths for G D C5. Theorem 5.3 yields that C53 D 6. Hence we have
VC51 D 1, VC52 D 2; 5 and VC53 D 2; 6. We claim that for j D 2t
that C5j D 5t and for j D 2t C 1 that C5j D 5t C 1. Given the claim, it
follows that condition (7) holds and Lemma 5.2 can be used to construct the
VC5j. By prior results, we know the claim holds when j is even and when
j D 3. We argue the odd case by induction on t (t D 1 is the j D 3 case).
Assume C52t − 1 C 1 D 5t − 1 C 1. Clearly C52t C 1  5t C 1, so
assume C52t C 1  5t C 2. Let
A1   Aj D B1   Bm (9)
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be a factorization of j irreducible blocks into m irreducible blocks with
m  5t C 2. Now, the number of group elements in the block A1   Aj is
less than or equal to 5j D 10t C 5 and the number in the block B1   Bm
is at least 10t C 4. To see this, notice that all but one of the blocks Bi
must be of length 2, otherwise, the number of elements in B1   Bm is at
least 6 C 2m − 2 D 2m C 2  25t C 2 C 2 D 10t C 6, a contradiction.
Arrange the blocks so that A1; : : : ;A2t each contains 5 group elements
and the block A2tC1 contains 2 to 5 group elements [if w is the number of
5 element blocks, then 5wC 42t C 1 −w  10t C 4 implies that w  2t].
Since t  2 there is a block Ai and five blocks Bi1; : : : ; Bi5 so that Ai Dg; g; g; g; g and Bij D g;−g for 1  j  5. Without loss, assume that
i D 1 and that i1; : : : ; i5 run from 1 to 5. Hence, (9) reduces to
A3   Aj D B6   Bm
and m− 5 2 VC52t − 1 implies that m 2 VC52t − 1 C VC52. The proof
of the claim now follows. Given the recursion for Gj in condition (7),
it is now easy to prove by induction that C5j D C5j − 5 C 2 for j  6
where C51 D 1 and C52 D    D C55 D 2. Thus the first twenty
values of VC5n are as follows:
VC51 D 1 VC511 D 5; 26
VC52 D 2; 5 VC512 D 6; 30
VC53 D 2; 6 VC513 D 6; 31
VC54 D 2; 10 VC514 D 6; 35
VC55 D 2; 11 VC515 D 6; 36
VC56 D 3; 15 VC516 D 7; 40
VC57 D 4; 16 VC517 D 8; 41
VC58 D 4; 20 VC518 D 8; 45
VC59 D 4; 21 VC519 D 8; 46
VC510 D 4; 25 VC520 D 8; 50:
Hence, by considering the sets VC53 and VC3C33 we see that ques-
tion I in Sect. 1 has a negative answer. Also, while Proposition 2.3.2 com-
pletely determines G2j in terms of DG, VG2j is not completely de-
termined by DG [notice that VC512 6D VC3C312] because the lower
bounds are different.
We close by showing for the group G D Cn that the sequence a2tC1t1
of Lemma 2.4 is stable for odd values of j  2nn− 4. If A D g1; : : : ; gt
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is an irreducible block of G, then we shall refer to A as a t-irreducible
block.
Lemma 5.5. Let G D Cn and suppose that
A1   As D B1   Bm (10)
is a factorization consisting of irreducible blocks in BG where s D 2j C
1, m  jn C 2, exactly x of the blocks on the left-hand side of (10) are n-
irreducible blocks and exactly w of the blocks on the right-hand side of (10)
are 2-irreducible blocks. If y D s − x and u D m − w, then y  n − 4 and
u  n− 4.
Proof. Notice that the number of group elements in the blocks on the
left-hand side of (10) is at most 2jnC n and that the number on the right-
hand side of (10) is at least 2jn C 4. To see the bound on y, the number
of group elements on the left-hand side of (10) is also bounded above by
nxC n− 1y. By our previous remark we have
nxC n− 1y  2jnC 4:
This implies that nxC y − 2jn− 4  y and xC y D 2j C 1 so n2j C 1 −
2jn− 4  y. Hence n− 4  y. To see the bound on u, the number of group
elements which appear in the right-hand side of (10) is also bounded below
by 2w C 3u. Arguing as above we have
2w C 3u  2jnC n:
This implies that u  2jn C n − 2w C u and w C u  jn C 2 so u 
2jnC n− 2jnC 2 D n− 4.
Theorem 5.6. Let G D Cn and a2tC1t1 be the sequence dened prior
to Lemma 2.4. If i and j are any two odd integers greater than 2nn− 4 then
ai D aj .
Proof. We show this result by showing for s > 2nn − 4 that any fac-
torization length is obtained from a factorization of s − 2 elements (see
Lemma 2.4). Assume we have a factorization of the form (10) and that the
hypotheses of Lemma 5.5 hold. View this factorization as
A1   AxAxC1   As D B1   BwBwC1   Bm; (11)
where the irreducible blocks A1; : : : ;Ax are n-irreducibles and B1; : : : ; Bw
are 2-irreducibles. By Lemma 5.5, y D s − x  n − 4 and u D m − w 
n − 4. The number of group elements in the blocks BwC1; : : : ; Bm is at
most nn − 4. The worst case possible would be if each of these group
elements appeared in a block of the form A1; : : : ;Ax. Hence, at most
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nn− 4 C n− 4 of the Ai involve group elements that appear either in
the blocks BwC1; : : : ; Bm or AxC1; : : : ;As. If (by ordering) A1 D g; : : : ; g
is not one of the blocks which involves an element contained in either of the
blocks BwC1; : : : ; Bm or AxC1; : : : ;As, then the irreducible block g;−g
appears n times among the B1; : : : ; Bw. If −g appears in one of the blocks
A2; : : : ;Ax, then we are done because by reordering (10) can be reduced
to
A3   As D BnC1   Bm: (12)
But this can happen for at most n− 1n− 4 group elements (each of the
blocks AxC1; : : : ;As has length at most n − 1). Hence we again have the
cancellation demonstrated above if
nn− 4 C n− 4 C n− 1n− 4 < s
or
2nn− 4 < s:
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